Commercial Litigation

SERIOUS RESOLVE

Our Commercial Litigation lawyers know what is at stake in the cases that we handle. We know that our clients’ ability to do business is on the line: from ‘Bet the Company’ litigation all the way down to getting rid of nuisance lawsuits – we know these are distractions that keep you from focusing on your core business. That is why we make resolving disputes our core business.

We have 30+ Commercial Litigation lawyers that have a track record of solving the most difficult disputes. In the last 25 years we have resolved 97%+ of the cases we have opened without need for a trial. But be assured, if a case cannot be resolved we have the experience and know how to take it to trial: we have done it 2,067 times. Our lawyers are comfortable in the Courtroom and before administrative tribunals, and arbitration panels, and that experience allows us to negotiate resolutions effectively and early with a keen eye on the legal and economic realities that affect all disputes.

Our Commercial Litigation practice is complemented by the expertise of lawyers in all our practice areas, and they are called upon regularly for specialized input on issues that arise in complex litigation.

RELATED PRACTICES

• Litigation & Advocacy

RELATED MATTERS

Our 30+ Commercial Litigation lawyers are called on to deal with all manner of commercial disputes, including:

• banking and bills of exchange
• class actions
• competition law matters
• computer and information technology
• construction claims and liens
• contracts
• corporations
creditors’ rights  
e-commerce  
enforcement of foreign judgments  
environmental and regulatory  
franchising  
intellectual property disputes  
leasing  
lender liability  
municipal, planning and expropriation  
privacy and freedom of information  
computer and information technology  
shareholders and directors disputes  
insolvency, receiverships and restructurings  
real estate  

The firm’s general Litigation practice offers professional experience and expertise in matters involving:

- employment discrimination  
- health/disability claims  
- insurance coverage  
- toxic torts  
- personal injury claims  
- professional negligence  
- product liability  
- wrongful dismissal  

Our lawyers have a lengthy track record of experience before the Court, having done 2,067 Trials, 582 Appeals, 3,000+ Motions, and thousands of Mediations. Truly ‘Trial Tested’ our lawyers know how to get your Commercial Litigation Matter resolved.